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In literacy, we have really enjoyed reading and discussing 'Harry
Potter and the Philosopher's Stone' together this term. We have also

been challenged with tricky texts in our reading groups. We have
used these fiction and non-fiction texts to further develop our

reading skills. When writing, we really loved making comic strips
after exploring the features of this interesting type of text. Mrs

Thomson thought they were fantastic!
In maths, we have been extremely busy measuring capacity and area,
multiplying and dividing, finding and comparing fractions of shapes
and amounts... the list goes on! We have also explored a variety of

mental arithmetic strategies and applied them when solving
problems. Mrs Thomson even challenged us to some mathematics

competitions... and we won!

What have we been up to in Primary 3a?

Learning Across the Curriculum
We have 'visited' Spain, France, Australia and

Japan and compared them to Scotland. We used our
digital skills to explore these places and their

features.
We have also explored our feelings and emotions,

sharing what we have learned through drama.
In Music with Mrs Lyall, we have explored the story
of 'Peter and the Wolf' and the instruments used to

portray different characters. Mrs Thomson is always
so impressed with our enthusiasm!

In PE, we have worked hard to choreograph and
learn a dance together. We are almost ready for our

end of term Primary 3 dance off!

Coming Up Next Term...
Learning about inventions and their
inventions (as well as creating some of
our own!)
Continuing to develop our literacy and
numeracy skills across the curriculum 
Sports' Day preparation
Lots of fun, play and learning!

Things to Remember
PE KITS are needed on Tuesdays and

Thursdays.
HOME LEARNING is shared on

Google Classroom every Tuesday and is
due the following Monday.


